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Poly(L-lactide) melt spun fiber-aligned scaffolds
coated with collagen or chitosan for guiding the
directional migration of osteoblasts in vitro

Jianyong Feng,ab Deteng Zhang,a Meifang Zhu*c and Changyou Gao *a

Aligned fiber scaffolds can mimic the parallel aligned fibrils in the extracellular matrix (ECM) of bones,

and thus regulate many cellular behaviors. The aligned scaffolds are usually prepared by a microplate

micropatterned method, freeze casting, evaporation, slip casting, ice-templating, plain weaving, and fiber

forming techniques. In this study, the melt spinning technology, which has the advantages of a higher

spinning speed, solvent-free processing and readily scalable production, was used to prepare poly-

(L-lactide) (PLLA) melt spun fibers with an average diameter of 70.3 � 11.4 mm. The fibers were further

bonded by 5% PLLA tetrahydrofuran solution to prepare PLLA spun fiber-aligned scaffolds. Collagen and

chitosan molecules were coated onto the fibers/into the scaffolds to obtain multiple biochemical and

surface aligned topography cues, respectively. The collagen or chitosan-coated PLLA aligned scaffolds

could effectively improve the viability, adhesion, length and migration behaviors of osteoblasts in vitro. In

particular, the collagen coated aligned scaffold had the largest cell length and the fastest migration rate,

with a preferential direction along the fibers. This type of scaffold provides a versatile substrate to

control cell behaviors, having great potential for bone regeneration.

1. Introduction

The native extracellular matrix (ECM) is usually composed of
fibrils ranging from tens of nanometers to micrometers in
scale, and the organized structure of these matrix fibrils can
guide tissue morphogenesis and remodeling.1 Bone is a natural
organic–inorganic composite consisting of collagen fibrils and
embedded, well-arrayed, nanocrystalline, and rod-like inorganic
materials.2,3 Effective reconstruction of bone defects as a result
of tumors, trauma, and periodontal disease is becoming a major
challenge in tissue engineering,4 in which the biomimetic
structure of synthetic biomaterials plays a key role in guiding
bone regeneration.5 For the regeneration of highly organized
structures, aligned scaffolds can provide biological cues which
offer adequate topographic guidance to cells,5 directing struc-
tural assembly of newly regenerated collagen fibers at the defect
site for bone repair.6 The highly parallel composite fibrous
structure imitates collagen fibrils in natural bones,7 and the
ordered mineralization, oriented collagen type I fibrils and

directed mineralization of bones are important prerequisites
for mimicking in vivo bone formation.8

The aligned scaffolds can be prepared by a microplate
micropatterned method,9 freeze casting,10 evaporation,11 slip
casting,12 ice-templating,13 plain weaving,14 and fiber forming
techniques.15 The scaffolds of aligned fibers, which are usually
produced by melt spinning,16 dry spinning,17 wet spinning,18

dry–wet composite spinning19,20 and electrospinning,21 can
mimic the morphology of collagen fibrils in the aligned structure
of ECM.2,3 Compared with other spinning methods, melt spinning
has the advantages of higher spinning speed, solvent-free
processes and potential of mass production.16 Fibrous scaffolds
with different topographical features can be easily obtained by
regulating the fiber diameter, alignment, distribution and
interfiber distance.22 Surface topographic morphologies of
fiber scaffolds, including fiber patterns, dimensions and mesh
size, play an important role in regulating the cell behaviors.22

The aligned fiber scaffold has a similar structure to the
complicated chemical and physical crosslinking network of
proteins and polysaccharides in ECM, guiding the cell growth
direction and controlling cell behaviors with the well-known
contact guidance effect.23

There are several methods to prepare the aligned fiber
scaffolds, such as electrospinning,24 centrifugal spinning,25

melt-drawing,26 unidirectional freeze-drying,27 catalyst-free
chemical vapor deposition,28 3-dimensional (3D) extrusion29
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and bidirectional freezing techniques.30 Deepthi et al.24 prepared
layered chitosan–collagen hydrogel/aligned poly(L-lactide) (PLLA)
nanofibers for flexor tendon regeneration by the electrospinning
method. Wang et al.25 manufactured aligned poly(vinyl pyrrolidone)
(PVP) fiber scaffolds as matrix type antibiotic drug delivery systems
by the centrifugal spinning technique. Tan et al.26 used the melt-
drawing method to prepare aligned poly(L-lactide-co-e-caprolactone)
(PLCL) fibrous and tubular scaffolds. Fereshteh et al.27 prepared
aligned porous poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL)/zein scaffolds as drug
delivery systems via the improved unidirectional freeze-drying
method. Kazantseva et al.28 produced graphene-augmented
nanofiber aligned scaffolds to study the behaviors of human
mesenchymal stem cells. Moon et al.29 prepared 3D alumina/
camphene aligned porous scaffolds with a biomimetic macro/
microporous structure. Bai et al.30 prepared a scaffold by
bidirectional freezing, which was used as a promising new
bone substitute material.

The aligned fiber scaffolds produced by electrospinning
have been applied in bone regeneration. For example, Stachewicz
et al.31 prepared poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) nanofiber
aligned scaffolds to study the interaction between osteoblast
spreading, filopodia, gene expression, proliferation and nanofiber
surfaces. Moon et al.29 produced 3D ceramic/camphene-based
extrusion of alumina bone scaffolds with an aligned porous
structure to evaluate the biocompatibility of MC3T3-E1 cells, such
as attachment and cell viability. Perikamana et al.6 fabricated
PLLA electrospun nanofibers with an aligned morphology to
investigate cell adhesion, in vitro osteogenic differentiation, his-
tological and immunohistochemistry for bone regeneration, and
found that the aligned fibers can be used for engineering bone
tissues with structurally assembled collagen fibers and a defined
direction. Samavedi et al.32 demonstrated that the difference in
the alignment of PCL fibers affects the morphology and orienta-
tion of cells in bone regeneration. The aligned scaffolds cause
significant changes in osteoblast growth behaviors and gene
expression, demonstrating that the osteoblast phenotype is main-
tained, and the aligned fibers provide rapid osteoblast growth
for more superficial repair.31 The aligned scaffolds permit cell
adhesion, and can function as substrates for the development
of bone tissue engineering.33 In vivo bone formation and
histology in the aligned scaffolds show ordered, unidirectional
alignment of collagen assembly that resembles the collagen
assembly of a lamellar bone, which also results in anisotropic
mechanical behavior of new bones.6

Special surface modification techniques for biomaterials
such as vapor based polymer coating, plasma, plasma-induced
micropatterning, plasma and photons, ion sputtering, and
plasma-based ion-implantation, etc. have been used to improve
the hydrophilicity and modulate cell behaviors.34 There are several
ways to obtain surface coatings such as thermal spraying, sputter-
ing, pulsed laser deposition, dynamic hybrid coating, dip coating,
sol–gel coating, electrophoretic deposition, hot isostatic pressing
and solution deposition.35,36 Among them, solvent coating, i.e.
immersing scaffolds in a polymer solution for a sufficient time,
has the merits of simplicity, versatility, and low cost.37 Surface
coating can enhance cell growth and differentiation in vitro,38

attenuate the inflammatory process, and increase the osteointe-
gration and osteoinduction properties in vivo.39

In this paper, PLLA melt spun fibers are produced, which are
further manufactured into a fiber-aligned structure (Fig. 1).
After physical bonding by PLLA tetrahydrofuran solution, the
PLLA melt spun fiber-aligned scaffold is obtained. Then the
aligned scaffold is further coated by collagen and chitosan,
whose influences on the osteoblasts in terms of cytoviability,
morphology and migration are investigated.

2. Experiments
2.1 Preparation of PLLA melt spun fibers by 24 orifices

PLLA polymer particles purchased from Jinan Daigang Bio-
material Co. Ltd (Jinan, China) were dried at 60 1C for 24 h using
a vacuum drum dryer (JM-500 ZGX, Shanghai Daphne Rose
Kingma Electro-optical Technology Research Institute, China) to
remove moisture. The polymers were fed using a charging
machine (JM-QZJ, Shanghai Daphne Rose Kingma Electro-optical
Technology Research Institute, China) in a screw extruder. The
polymers were melt-spun at 225, 233, 230 and 233 1C temperature
zones for each part of the MFG NO. A-228 screw extruder (Tokyo,
Japan), and then extruded by a 24 orifice which had 0.3 mm nozzle
hole diameter (D) and a 3 : 1 length (L) to diameter ratio to produce
the PLLA melt spun fibers. The fibers were winded at 70 m min�1

winding speed on the take-up roll (Fig. 1a).

2.2 Preparation of PLLA melt spun fiber-aligned scaffolds

A YG086 measuring reel purchased from Changzhou first textile
equipment Co., Ltd (Changzhou, China) with 100 r min�1

rotating speed, 1000 mm reel circumference and 3.5 cm width
was used to prepare parallel PLLA melt spun fibers. The aligned
PLLA fibers were glued by PLLA solution. 1 g PLLA was
dissolved in 20 mL tetrahydrofuran by stirring for a long time
to prepare 5% (wt v�1) PLLA tetrahydrofuran solution. A brush
was fully immersed in this 5% PLLA tetrahydrofuran solution
for 2 s, and then brushed lightly on the surface of parallel PLLA
fibers. The wet aligned scaffolds were put in a fume cupboard for
24 h to fully evaporate tetrahydrofuran. The dry PLLA aligned
scaffolds (Fig. 1b) were divided into three groups, and two of
them were used for collagen and chitosan coatings, respectively.

2.3 Preparation of collagen and chitosan-coated aligned
scaffolds

The concentrations of collagen and chitosan were chosen for
the purpose of coating as much collagen and chitosan on
the fiber surface as possible, while preserving the clear fiber
structure. According to the molecular weight and viscosity
of the collagen and chitosan solutions, herein 1% chitosan (less
viscous) and 0.5% collagen (higher viscous) were used, respec-
tively. At these concentrations, the fiber surface can be successfully
covered, while the inner fiber structure can be preserved.

2 mL 99.5% acetic acid was mixed with 98 mL deionized
water to prepare 2% (v/v) acetic acid solution, into which 0.5 g
collagen, which was extracted from bovine tendon in our lab,40
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was dissolved to form a 0.5% (wt v�1) collagen solution. The
aligned scaffold was completely submerged in the 0.5%
collagen solution for 3 h. The aligned scaffold was put in a
fume cupboard for 24 h, and then dried at 37 1C in a drying
oven for 3 h to obtain a completely dried collagen-coated
aligned scaffold (PLLA–collagen, Fig. 1c).

Chitosan (DAC 4 85%, Jinan Haidebei Marine Bioengineering
Co. Ltd Shandong, China) was dissolved in 2% acetic acid solution
to prepare 1% (wt v�1) chitosan solution.41 The aligned PLLA
scaffold was similarly treated with the chitosan solution to obtain a
chitosan-coated aligned scaffold (PLLA–chitosan, Fig. 1d).

2.4 Characterization of aligned scaffolds

In order to obtain a small sample, a 0.5 � 0.5 cm portion
was cut from the whole scaffolds. The ETD-2000 sputtering
apparatus was used for gold plating the small samples two
times, each for 50 s. Then an S-4800 scanning electron microscope
(SEM, Hitachi) was used to observe the surface morphology of the
scaffolds. The cross-sectional morphology of the scaffolds was

analyzed directly from the cross section. The samples were frozen
in liquid nitrogen for about 3 min, and were cut by a blade
perpendicular to the longitudinal direction. Image J software
(National Institutes of Health, USA)42 was applied to measure
the distance between two adjacent fibers from the surface
morphology of SEM, which could be considered as the pore
diameter of the scaffolds.

According to Nisbet,43 Guo,44 Ayres45 and Lee,46 the value of
the alignment degree could be measured using Image J software
from SEM images. It was necessary to draw a straight line which
was parallel to the x-axis along the horizontal direction of the
scaffolds. Then the angle formed between the fiber orderly
arrangement direction and the horizontal straight line direction
was used to express the alignment degree of fibers.

The scaffold thickness was measured using a Vernier caliper
at five different positions.

The process of the liquid displacement method for measuring
the porosity has been stated in detail in Nazarov’s research,47 and
ethanol was used as the displacement liquid to measure the porosity.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the processes used to prepare PLLA melt spun fibers (a) and solvent bonded PLLA melt spun fiber-aligned scaffold (b), collagen-
coated PLLA melt spun fiber-aligned scaffold (c), and chitosan-coated PLLA melt spun fiber-aligned scaffold (d).
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An Instron 5540A mechanical universal testing machine
from American Instron company was used to measure the stress
(s, MPa) and strain (e, %) of the scaffolds at 100 mm min�1

speed. The scaffolds were cut in a size of 6 cm2 and the clamping
length was 4 cm2.

The static water contact angle of the samples was measured
using a DSA100 contact angle measuring system (Krüss, Germany).
The samples were cut into a size of 8 cm2, and then placed on the
surface of a glass slide by double-sided adhesive tape to ensure a
flat surface. A 5 mL water droplet was placed onto the sample
surface, and its image was captured and analyzed after about 15 s.

The contents of N, C and H elements of the samples were
measured by elemental analysis (VarioMICRO equipment,
Elementar Analysensysteme Gmbh, Germany) under conditions
of 2 mg sample, 950 1C combustion tube temperature and
80 s oxygen filled time. To study the stability of collagen and
chitosan coatings on the fiber surface, the samples were
incubated in PBS at 37 1C for 1, 3 and 7 d, and then dried at
37 1C for 1 d in an oven before measurements.

2.5 Cell experiments

According to ref. 48 and 49, the cell culture medium consisted
of 90% minimum essential medium alpha (MEMa, Gibco), 10%
fetal bovine serum (FBS, purchased from American life tech-
nology company) and 100 U mL�1 penicillin and 100 mg mL�1

streptomycin with a pH value of 7.4. MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts
purchased from the Cell Bank of Typical Culture Collection
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China) were
cultured in this medium at 37 1C in a 5% CO2 humidified
environment. The aligned scaffolds were firstly cut into small
pieces evenly and placed in a well of a 24-well tissue culture
plate, and were sterilized under ultraviolet radiation for 30 min
before cell experiments.

2.6 Cell nucleus and actin fiber staining

The cells were seeded onto the scaffolds at 1 � 105 cells per mL
density and incubated for 24 h in a well of a 24-well culture
plate, and then were carefully washed with PBS 3 times and
fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde at 37 1C for about 30 min,
followed by 3 washes with PBS. The cells were further treated
with 0.5% (v/v) Triton X-100/PBS at 4 1C for 10 min to perme-
abilize the cell membrane. After being rinsed with PBS, they were
incubated in 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA)/PBS at 37 1C for
1 h to block the nonspecific interactions. Then the cells were
incubated with a mouse monoclonal antibody against human
67LR (Abcam) for 1 h. After being washed with 1% BSA/PBS, they
were further stained with FITC-labeled goat antimouse IgG
(Beyotime, China) and 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)
(Sigma) at room temperature for 1 h, followed by 3 washes with
PBS.50 The cells were observed under a confocal laser scanning
microscope (CLSM, LSM 510, Carl Zeiss).

2.7 Cell length and growth angle

Fluorescein diacetate (FDA) was purchased from Aldrich-Sigma
(St. Louis, USA). 50 mg FDA was dissolved in 10 mL acetone to
prepare a 5 mg mL�1 FDA solution. The cells were seeded at

5 � 104 cells per mL density and incubated for 24 h. Then a
20 mL 5 mg mL�1 FDA solution was injected into each well and
incubated for 5 min, and then the cells were washed with PBS
3 times for fluorescence microscopy (FM) observation and
measurement of the cell length and growth angle.

The cell length could be measured using Image J software
from the FM images. The cell length defined as the straight line
distance from one end to the other end of a cell. For the non-
linear shape cell, the length was defined as the maximum linear
distance between two ends of a cell.51

The angles of cell alignment to the x axis were analyzed by
using Image J software.52 The angles between the cell growth
direction and the fiber parallel arrangement direction could
then be obtained.

2.8 Cytoviability assay

Cell viability was determined by the 3-[4,5-dimehyl-2-thiazolyl]-
2,5-diphenyl-2-H-tetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay53 with a low
density of 5� 103 cells per mL after being incubated for 1 d and
7 d. After the cells were incubated with 1 mL MTT mixtures
which had 800 mL cell culture medium and 200 mL MTT
solution (5 mg mL�1) for 3–4 h, the culture media were
discarded, and each sample was incubated in 100 mL dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) for about 15 min. When the crystal was suffi-
ciently dissolved, aliquots were pipetted into a 96-well plate to
quantify the absorbance (optical density, OD) at 570 nm by a
microplate reader (Tecan M200 PRO, Tecan company, Switzerland).
The OD value was proportional to the cytoviability.54

2.9 Cell migration

The cells were seeded on the scaffolds at a density of
1 � 106 cells per mL. 12 h later the cell migration traces were
recorded for 12 h under a time-lapse phase-contrast microscope
(DMI6000B, Leica) equipped with an incubation chamber (95%
air and 5% CO2 at 37 1C). Image J software was employed to
trace each individual cell in situ, and thus a variety of (x, y)
position coordinates were exported over the observation time
period with the manual tracking plugins.52

MC3T3-E1 osteoblast trajectories were reconstructed from the
center positions of individual cells, and the initial position of each
single cell was automatically defined as the original position (0, 0).
The cell migration distance S was then calculated using a
Chemotaxis Tool (Ibids, Germany) with a 15 min time interval
according to the following equations. All mitotic and spherical
dead cells were excluded from the analyses. At least 50 cells were
chosen randomly from each sample for analysis.52,55

S ¼
Xt¼12
i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi � xi�1ð Þ2þ yi � yi�1ð Þ2

q

The cell migration rate was obtained from v = S/t.52

2.10 Statistical analysis

The experimental data were expressed as mean � standard
deviation, and the significant difference between groups
was analyzed by using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
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(for two groups) and two-way ANOVA (for more than two
groups) in the Origin 8.0 software. The statistical significance
was set as p o 0.05 and p o 0.01, respectively.56

3. Results
3.1 Structure and properties of PLLA melt spun fibers

The diameter of PLLA melt spun fibers prepared by 24 orifices
was 70.3 � 11.4 mm. It could be found that these fibers had a
smooth surface and a circular cross section (Fig. 2). The surface
and cross-sectional morphology of PLLA melt spun fibers in our
research was consistent with those reported previously.57,58

3.2 Surface and cross-sectional morphology of aligned
scaffolds

After solvent bonding with the PLLA solution, the aligned
PLLA fibers were bonded together to form integrate scaffolds
(Fig. 3a–c), and the adhesive PLLA molecules on the fiber
surface are noticeable (Fig. 3b). The robust bonding enabled
the further surface coating of the fibers in the scaffolds by
collagen solution and chitosan solution without destroying the
intact structure of the scaffolds, respectively. The fibers in
all the PLLA–collagen and PLLA–chitosan aligned scaffolds
remained in an aligned direction without significant change
(Fig. 3d–i). Compared with the PLLA aligned scaffold, the
PLLA–collagen aligned scaffold had a more smooth fiber sur-
face (Fig. 3e), while the PLLA–chitosan aligned scaffold retained
a rougher fiber surface (Fig. 3h). The cross-sectional morpho-
logies of the aligned scaffolds had no significant difference,
and all of them showed obvious vacancies throughout the
scaffolds, suggesting good pore interconnectivity. The porous
structure could improve cell in-growth, facilitate neovascular-
ization from the surrounding tissues, increase the diffusion
effect of nutrients and gases, and remove metabolic wastes
more easily.59

3.3 Physical and surface chemical properties of aligned
scaffolds

The fibers in all the three aligned scaffolds had a good orderly
arrangement (Fig. 4a), and most of the fibers exhibited parallel
alignment angles lying between 851 and 901 (the highest align-
ment degree is 901, i.e. perpendicular to the x-axis4). Compara-
tively, the alignment degree of PLLA–collagen scaffolds was
significantly better than that of PLLA scaffolds ( p o 0.01) and
PLLA–chitosan scaffolds ( p o 0.01), whereas the alignment
degree between PLLA–chitosan scaffolds and PLLA scaffolds
did not show significant difference ( p 4 0.05). The wetting of
the fibers and coating of macromolecules may change the
curvature and thereby the orientation of the fibers, leading to
a slight change in the alignment degree. We consider this to be
basically engineering process-driven, and hence may rather
be stochastic.

After collagen and chitosan coating, the aligned scaffolds
had a smaller pore diameter ( p o 0.05) and porosity, which
were the smallest for the PLLA–collagen scaffold (Fig. 4b and c).
It is known that the collagen and chitosan molecules could
retain on the surface of the PLLA melt spun fibers and in the pores
of the scaffolds, leading to a decrease in the pore diameter and
porosity. This is the usual case for other types of fibers coated with
collagen60 or chitosan.61 Analysis in conjunction with the surface
and cross-sectional morphology of the aligned scaffolds shows that
the collagen molecules could more easily adhere onto the PLLA
fibers and retained into the PLLA melt spun scaffolds.

The thickness of the aligned scaffolds cultured under 37 1C
and 5% CO2 conditions after 1, 3, 5, and 7 d showed no
apparent change (Fig. 4d), implying that these three aligned
scaffolds had robust stability and a favorable bonding effect
among fibers. Therefore, the robust structure of the aligned
scaffolds could guarantee the accuracy of cell experiments.

After collagen and chitosan coating, the stress of the aligned
scaffolds had different degrees of improvement ( p o 0.01)
(Fig. 5a) due to the binding effect of the coated molecules
between the fibers, which is more prominent for the collagen
coating and hence a larger improvement of stress. The coating
of biomacromolecules enabled better surface wettability, as
demonstrated by the smaller water contact angles, especially
on the PLLA–collagen scaffolds compared to that on the PLLA
aligned scaffolds (Fig. 5b). The better hydrophilicity can only be
attributed to the coated collagen or chitosan, which is consistent
with the observation of Douglas et al.62

To study the stability of the coated collagen or chitosan after
incubation in medium, the contents of N, C and H elements of
the scaffolds were measured by elemental analysis (Table 1).63,64

The N element can only be contributed by collagen or chitosan,
and hence is proportional to the content of collagen or chitosan.
After 1 d incubation, the biomacromolecules were released
sharply, and then remained unchanged up to 7 d (Table 1).
These results suggest that some of the collagen or chitosan
molecules can stably adhere onto the PLLA fibers, enabling the
relatively long term maintenance of the surface modification for
cell culture, although pretty many loosely attached ones are
quickly rinsed at the very initial stage.

Fig. 2 SEM images showing (a) and (b) surface morphology, and (c) and
(d) cross-sectional morphology of PLLA melt spun fibers.
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It is known that collagen contains different types of cell-
binding domains such as RGD peptides,65 while both collagen
and chitosan are positively charged, which can enhance the
interactions between cells and substrates. By contrast, due to

the rather hydrophobic surface of the PLLA substrate, and the
lack of motifs for cell binding, the PLLA fibers alone are not
able to form active interactions with cells. The combination of
collagen or chitosan with the PLLA-aligned scaffolds hence

Fig. 3 SEM images of (a)–(c) solvent-bonded PLLA aligned scaffold, (d)–(f) PLLA–collagen aligned scaffold, and (g)–(i) PLLA–chitosan aligned scaffold.
(b), (e), and (h) single PLLA fiber in different scaffolds. (c), (f), and (i) cross-sectional morphology of different scaffolds.

Fig. 4 (a) Alignment degree (N = 10), (b) pore diameter (N = 10), and (c) porosity (N = 3). (d) Thickness of aligned scaffolds after being incubated for 1, 3, 5
and 7 d (N = 5). * and ** indicate significant difference at p o 0.05 and p o 0.01, respectively.
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better mimics the parallel-aligned fibrils in the ECM of bones.66

The alteration of PLLA fiber properties such as wettability,
surface charge, and composition is expected to elicit the change
in cellular behaviors such as cell adhesion and migration,67

which shall be inspected in the next sessions.

3.4 Cell length, directional growth angle and viability

We found that in this study the cell length on the PLLA, PLLA–
collagen and PLLA–chitosan scaffolds showed an obvious dif-
ference ( p o 0.01) (Fig. 6a and b). The collagen or chitosan
coated-scaffolds had larger cell length than the untreated PLLA
scaffold, and the PLLA–collagen scaffold had the largest cell
length. The collagen has a stronger ability to promote cell
adhesion and growth,68 facilitating cell penetration into the
internal pores as well.69

The cell directional growth angles on the PLLA, PLLA–collagen
and PLLA–chitosan scaffolds showed no obvious difference
(Fig. 6c and d). All the aligned scaffolds could effectively guide
cell growth along the parallel fiber arrangement direction. This is
consistent with the previous observation that cells are direction-
ally oriented along the dominant direction of parallel fibers,4

mainly due to the contact guidance effect.70

The viability of osteoblasts on the PLLA melt spun fiber
aligned scaffolds is shown in Fig. 6e. At 1 d, and the cell
viability was the highest on the PLLA–chitosan scaffolds
( p o 0.01 over PLLA fiber scaffolds, and p o 0.05 over PLLA–
collagen scaffolds). The viability was enhanced on all the scaffolds
on day 7, which was more significant on the PLLA–collagen and
PLLA–chitosan scaffolds ( p o 0.01 and p o 0.05 over PLLA fiber
scaffolds, respectively). These results show that the collagen and
chitosan coating is conductive to osteoblast proliferation,60,71,72

and is effective in obtaining cytocompatible aligned scaffolds for
mediating other cellular behaviors.

3.5 Cell morphology

Fig. 7 shows that macroscopically the cells were basically
adhered onto the fibers and proliferated, and some others
could proliferate between the fibers of the collagen or
chitosan coated scaffolds. The actin fibers in the cells on the
PLLA aligned scaffold showed a random and irregular distri-
bution, conveying a weaker interaction between the cells and
the fibers (Fig. 7a). By contrast, highly polarized and stressed
actin fibers were formed in the cells on the collagen or
chitosan coated fibers (Fig. 7b and c), especially on the
PLLA–collagen scaffold (Fig. 7b), suggesting the stronger
cell-substrate interaction. This is consistent with the func-
tions of collagen and chitosan, which enhance the interaction
between cells and substrates.73 It is known that the actin fiber
is a key factor in regulating the cell movement,74 and plays an
important role in cell adhesion.75

3.6 Cell directional migration

The cells migrated along the fiber axis of the aligned scaffolds
with a bias direction along the fiber axis (Fig. 8a–c), and the
migration distance on the position of the axis of PLLA–
collagen and PLLA–chitosan aligned scaffolds was larger than
on the untreated PLLA aligned scaffold. The migration rates of
cells on the PLLA–collagen and PLLA–chitosan scaffolds were
faster than that on the PLLA aligned scaffold ( p o 0.01)
(Fig. 8d). This is consistent with the cell morphology shown
in Fig. 7 where the aligned cytoskeleton could enhance cell
migration toward the parallel direction with a faster rate.76 A
previous study shows that on the aligned scaffolds the filopodia
may extend out from the cells and penetrate into the surface
layer of scaffolds.4 This behavior would also benefit the cell
migration from the scaffold surface into the internal pores of the
scaffolds.

Fig. 5 (a) Stress and (b) water contact angle (N = 3) of the aligned scaffolds. * and ** indicate significant difference at p o 0.05 and p o 0.01,
respectively.

Table 1 N, C and H elements of different scaffolds after incubation for different period of time in PBS at 37 1C

N/% C/% H/%

0 d 1 d 3 d 7 d 0 d 1 d 3 d 7 d 0 d 1 d 3 d 7 d

PLLA 0 0 0 0 51.54 49.39 50.76 49.66 6.12 5.79 5.99 5.92
PLLA–collagen 0.68 0.29 0.13 0.14 55.46 49.14 54.60 55.77 7.12 6.25 7.03 7.26
PLLA–chitosan 1.43 0.19 0.27 0.16 55.30 48.23 48.31 48.10 6.14 5.63 5.77 5.66
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4. Discussion

Tissue engineering is involved in the implantation of a highly
porous biomaterial scaffold populated with appropriate cells,
providing a 3D environment in which new tissues can grow.27

The aligned scaffolds simulate the aligned structure of ECM
and play a pivotal role in controlling cell behaviors.77 Bone is a

natural organic–inorganic composite consisting of collagen fibrils
and embedded, well-arrayed rod-like inorganic materials.2,3 To
more closely mimic ECM for bone tissue engineering, in this
paper, PLLA melt spun fiber-aligned scaffolds were fabricated to
modulate the behavior of osteoblasts.

PLLA fibers have been prepared by melt spinning,78–80 wet
spinning,18 and electrospinning.81 Persson et al.78 prepared
PLLA melt spun fibers and studied their thermal degradation,

Fig. 6 (a) Schematic illustration of the measurement of cell length, (b) cell length on different types of scaffolds (N = 10), (c) schematic explanation
showing the cell growth angle between cell growth direction and fiber parallel direction (fiber parallel direction was recorded as x axis), and (d) cell
growth angle on different types of scaffolds (N = 10). (e) Cell viability (N = 3). * and ** indicate significant difference at p o 0.05 and p o 0.01, respectively.

Fig. 7 CLSM images of osteoblasts on (a) PLLA, (b) PLLA–collagen and (c) PLLA–chitosan aligned scaffolds, respectively. Cell nuclei (blue) and actin
fibers (red) were stained with blue and red color, respectively.
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stability, thermal properties, crystallinity, mechanical properties,
morphology and diameter. Zhang et al.79 produced PLLA melt
spun fibers by two-stage melt spinning processes and evaluated
their surface morphology, melting curves, crystallinity, mechanical
properties and heat resistance. Huang et al.80 manufactured PLLA
melt spun fibers by a melt-extruded method and analyzed the fiber
morphology, melting peaks and glass transition temperature.
Nelson et al.18 manufactured PLLA wet spun fibers and studied
their physical and mechanical properties, and molecular weight
and crystallinity. In comparison with wet spinning and electro-
spinning, the melt spinning technology has the advantages of
higher spinning speed, solvent-free processing and readily
scalable production.16

PLLA fiber-aligned scaffolds have been mainly produced by
the electrospinning method. For example, Zuidema et al.82

produced PLLA nanofiber-aligned scaffolds for the repair
of spinal cord injuries. Deepthi et al.24 prepared PLLA
nanofiber-aligned scaffolds for flexor tendon regeneration.
Zhang et al.54 used PLLA nanofiber-aligned scaffolds to
promote neural cell growth, showing their potential applications
in nerve tissue engineering. Andalib et al.81 manufactured PLLA
nanofiber-aligned scaffolds to regulate mesenchymal stem cell
shape and other behaviors. Shalumon et al.83 fabricated PLLA
nanofiber-aligned scaffolds to control cellular organization in
vascular tissue engineering. However, the aligned scaffolds
prepared by the electrospinning technique have some obvious
drawbacks, i.e., a poorer bonding effect among fibers and
limited production to meet the practical demands of tissue
engineering.

The aligned scaffolds can be prepared by other methods
such as freeze casting,10 evaporation,11 slip casting,12 ice-
templating,13 centrifugal spinning,25 melt-drawing,26 unidirec-
tional freeze-drying,27 catalyst-free chemical vapor deposition,28

3D extrusion,29 and bidirectional freezing.30 Different from these
literature studies, in this paper we produced PLLA melt spun
fiber-aligned scaffolds by combination with a solvent bonding
method. Through solvent bonding, the fiber parallel arrange-
ment, pore structure and physical properties in the aligned
scaffolds could be modulated by fiber parameters (diameter,
number and direction), solvent parameters (solvent type and
concentration) and drying process (temperature, time and
pressure). To obtain the aligned scaffolds with better properties,
a smaller number of PLLA melt spun fibers, a lower concen-
tration of solvent and longer drying time should be used. After
optimizing the experimental conditions, we used 70.3� 11.4 mm
PLLA melt spun fibers and 5% PLLA tetrahydrofuran solution to
prepare the porous and aligned fiber scaffolds.

To functionalize the PLLA fiber-aligned scaffolds, collagen
and chitosan were coated onto the fibers/into the scaffolds,
respectively. The PLLA–collagen and PLLA–chitosan aligned
scaffolds had different alignment degrees, pore diameters
and thicknesses in comparison with the uncoated PLLA aligned
scaffold. The collagen and chitosan coating could improve cell
growth significantly, which is well recognized since they both
show better cytocompatibility than the PLLA substrate.68 Due to
different surface chemical properties, collagen- and chitosan-
coated aligned scaffolds had larger cell length and migration rate
than the untreated PLLA-aligned scaffold, and PLLA–collagen

Fig. 8 Typical cell migration traces for 12 h on (a) PLLA, (b) PLLA–collagen, and (c) PLLA–chitosan aligned scaffolds. (d) Cell migration rate on three
different scaffolds. At least 50 cells were tracked for each sample. The mobility of osteoblasts was continuously tracked every 15 min for 12 h after being
cultured for 12 h. * and ** indicate significant difference at p o 0.05 and p o 0.01, respectively.
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aligned scaffold had the largest cell length and fastest migration
rate. The collagen- and chitosan-coated PLLA-aligned scaffolds had
multiple biochemical and surface-aligned topography cues, provid-
ing a versatile cell culture substrate to control cell behaviors so that
the bone repair effect may be tailored in vivo. The improved
osteoblast growth length is attributed to collagen molecules and
collagen fibers that form the natural bone84 with the target site of
osteogenic cells.85 The bionic surface of collagen-coated PLLA
aligned scaffolds could also provide a suitable biomimetic micro-
environment for osteoblast directional growth with larger viability.
The structure of the aligned scaffolds is appropriate since usually a
pore size of 20–1500 mm is beneficial for bone regeneration.86

Cell migration is a complicated process that is largely
determined by the substrate, and is largely affected by various
stimuli including biochemical and biophysical signals.87 Cell
migration is generally involves six sequential events: (1) sensing
external motile stimuli by cell filopodia; (2) protrusion of
lamellipodia and pseudopodia; (3) attachment of the protrusion
to the extracellular matrix (ECM) via focal adhesion; (4) stress
fiber-mediated contraction of the cell body to allow forward
movement; (5) rear release by stress fiber-mediated traction
forces; and (6) repeating the adhesion and signaling materials.88

The collagen or chitosan-coated PLLA aligned scaffolds had
multiple biochemical and surface aligned topography cues,
providing a versatile cell culture substrate to control cell
behaviors. The composite artificial ECM consisted of different
surface topographies of aligned PLLA melt spun fibers and the
chemical characteristics of collagen could regulate cell migration
and guide cell growth along the fiber parallel direction. The larger
osteoblast migration rate in the PLLA–collagen scaffold suggests
that it would be a better substrate for bone regeneration.89

5. Conclusions

Solvent-bonded PLLA melt spun fiber-aligned scaffolds were
prepared, and were further coated with collagen or chitosan to
obtain the cytocompatible aligned scaffolds. Compared with
the uncoated aligned scaffolds, the collagen- or chitosan-coated
aligned scaffolds had better cell response in terms of adhesion,
viability, length and migration. The collagen-coated aligned
scaffold had larger cell length and migration rate, and the
osteoblasts preferentially migrated and grew along the parallel
fiber direction. The bionic surface of collagen-coated PLLA
aligned scaffolds could provide a suitable biomimetic micro-
environment for osteoblast directional growth and migration,
showing great potential for bone regeneration.
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